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Abstract

An analysis of the accessible literature on the diagnostic appli-
cability of artificial neural networks in coronary artery disease
and pulmonary embolism appears to be comparative to the
diagnosis of experienced doctors dealing with nuclear medi-
cine. Differences in the employed models of artificial neural
networks indicate a constant search for the most optimal pa-
rameters, which could guarantee the ultimate accuracy in neu-
ral network activity. The diagnostic potential within systems
containing artificial neural networks proves this calculation tool
to be an independent or/and an additional device for support-
ing a doctor’s diagnosis of artery disease and pulmonary em-
bolism.

Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a domain of science dealing with
the process of modeling and solving estimation problems and it
consists of the following: Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), fuzzy
logic, genetic algorithms and expert systems. The idea of AI was
derived from a biological inspiration i.e. ANN are derived from
human brain perception and reasoning, genetic algorithms imi-
tate the process of natural evolution, while expert systems coun-
terfeit human expertise in a given field of knowledge.

The most frequently used method of AI in the field of medicine
is the Artificial Neural Networks. ANN is used in various domains
of medicine including the classification of objects and signals [1],
the clustering of signals [2], optimization [3], biological systems
modeling [4], process control [5] diagnostics [6] and data mining

[7]. Such a broad spectrum of possibilities in the implementation
of ANN makes it a valuable multipurpose arithmetical instrument.

As they are reliable in clinical decisions AI techniques have
turned out to be helpful in modern nuclear medicine. The methods
which are most commonly used are ANN [8–10] and expert sys-
tems [8, 11, 12]. ANN is helpful in the diagnostic process of
coronary artery disease [13, 14] pulmonary embolism [15, 16],
Alzheimer’ disease [17, 18], parathyroid adenoma [19], diffuse
parenchymal liver disease [20], renovascular hypertension [21].
Moreover, it is beneficial in the reconstruction of SPECT data as
well as in the methods of gamma ray scatter correction [23, 24].

Usually the nature of biological processes which take place in
living organisms is not linear. ANN offers the possibility of the recon-
struction and projection modeling of these processes. In addiction
to this, ANN enables mathematical modeling of not clearly under-
stood biological phenomena such as Alzheimer’s disease etiology.

The success of ANN is a result of its uncomplicated usage as
a convenient instrument. The users’ task is simply to gather repre-
sentative data and start the learning algorithm. ANN automatically
forms an adequate structure of data upon which it generates
a final result.

A very interesting quality of ANN is its imitation of brain func-
tion (to some extent). This is based on the fundamental mecha-
nism of the biological activity of nervous cells as well as their con-
nections and interactions. On the other hand the structure and
activity of ANN may be considered also as experimental model of
human brain function [26].

The selected features of ANN demonstrate the discipline of AI
as a state of the art method of solving problems in which analysis
and transformation of data are fundamental.

Artificial neural networks

Basics
ANN is either a technical device or an algorithm which task

resembles living nerve cell function. The technical apparatus
accomplishing ANN is built using an electromechanical system or
an electronic circuit. The ANN algorithm on the other hand is
a computer program that simulates the function of such device.

ANN is usually composed of a connected group of single ele-
ments called neurons forming layers. Each of these elements has
a certain number of entries and exits. The exits of one group of
neurons are connected with the entries of another group. The re-
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lations between the entries and exits are modified for every neu-
ron alone during the process of learning. An already learned ANN
transforms a piece of information by its duplication among partic-
ular elements with respect to the modifications created during the
learning process. The created correlations between the input and
output signals may be considered as the solution of the given
problem.

ANN as being a method modeled on nature itself, imitates
certain biological features of the nervous system, such as the re-
sistance to damage and the ability of learning.

History of ANN

The domain of ANN began in 1943 with McCulloch and Pitts’
description of a mathematical model of a nerve cell. The publica-
tion also contained the basic rules of information processing rep-
resentation in the artificial neuron [27]. In 1958, the existing tech-
nical implementations of the ANN issue were completed and offi-
cially presented [28]. The subject of biological nervous system as
the inspiration of ANN researchers was presented by Taylor [29].

The first operational implementation of ANN called the Per-
ceptron was discussed by Rosenblatt [30]. The structure of the
network was formed by electromechanical and electronic elements
and its task was alphanumerical pattern recognition. The publica-
tion of this project started the rapid development of an ANN re-
sembling Perceptron based on Rosenblatt’s model. An interest-
ing achievement in the Perceptron based realization of ANN is
a network consisting of a set of ADALINE elements (Adaptive Lin-
ear Element) combined into MADALINE (Many Adaline) [31, 32].
The MADALINE network was engaged in the signal processing of
many electronic sources such as radar, sonar and phone lines.

Finally, in 1969, Minsky and Papert proved the limitations of
one-layer Perceptron based networks [33]. The publication resulted
in the slowing down of the ANN development and implementation
rate, but on the other hand a few new ideas and methods emerged
at that time, such as the associative networks concept and the
back propagation algorithm [34].

Beginning from the mid 1980s, rapid progress in the field
of ANN took place. At present, there is a constant increase in
ANN implementation in different branches of science and tech-
nology.

The structure of the artificial neuron

The elemental unit of the artificial neural network is the artifi-
cial neuron (Fig. 1A). It has certain features of a living nervous cell
which in turn forms the nervous system (Fig. 1A).

The nervous cell is formed by a body to which information is
conducted by its ramifications called dendrites. An axon, which is
a single fibre emerging from the body of a neuron, serves as an
exit route for information and is connected with other neurons’
dendrites through synapses.

In an artificial neuron, the analogous structure to the body of
a biological cell is a summator, while an axon hillock is similar to
an activation block. The numbers x1, x2, xm (Fig. 1B) stand for an m
number of entrance signals that represent dendrites. Every xm value
is inserted into an artificial neuron together with a numerical coef-
ficient for an m-successive entrance called a wm weight. The prod-

uct of an entrance signal xm and a weight wm represents the effec-
tiveness of the synapses in a biological nervous cell. The analogy
of an axon in an artificial neuron is a y entrance, that is represen-
ted by a numerical value.

The way an artificial neural network works

Similarly to a biological nervous cell, which transmits and trans-
forms complicated electrochemical signals, an artificial neuron
gains, transmits, transforms and utilizes entrance information.

A biological cell turns to an active state in the process of its
stimulation by synapses. This condition in a cell results in an exit
signal characterized by a specific shape, amplitude and duration
time being sent through the axon. The act of a neuron’s biological
transformation from the state of equilibrium to the state of gener-
ating impulses is a rapid process. It is defined as the “ignition” of
a neuron, which generates another specific signal at the exit. The
“ignition” of a neuron takes place when the total signal coming
through the dendrites reaches a particular threshold value. Sub-
sequently the exit signal is passed on to other neurons by su-
ccessive synapses.

The function of an artificial neuron is very similar to the role of
a biological nervous cell. The neuron receives a particular num-
ber of entrance signals xm (numbers) coming  from outside. Each
neuron has a threshold value q which defines how strong the stim-
ulation must be in order to cause an “ignition”. The total sum
of entrance signals input into a neuron together with adequate weights
makes the value f (the sum of products of neuron entrances xm

and adequate weights wm, ).
It is possible to calculate the stimulation of a neuron by summa-
tion of the value f and the threshold value q.
The counted value

Figure 1 A. A biological neuron; B. An artificial neuron.
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The properties and behavior of an artificial neuron depend on
the used activation function F. The equation used for constructing
ANN is either the threshold function (that is, such a function that
will generate the values 0 or 1 at the exit) or the continuous func-
tion (for example a sigmoid). In the case of the threshold function,
the final result equals 0 for entrance values less than 0 and 1 for
entrance values more than or equal to 0. This kind of method is
called an “all or nothing” rule and it relates to the behavior of
a biological neural cell. If a continuous activation function is used,
continually changing exit values will be the obtained as the result.
The diagrams below show threshold and sigmoid activation func-
tion F (Fig. 2 AB).

In actual constructions of ANN, mostly linear functions are used
rather than threshold activation, despite the biological rationality
of the latter. This fact also has its analogy in natural cell process-
es. A nervous cell never settles on sending a single impulse, but
sends out a whole series of them, characterized by momentary
frequencies. These frequencies in a biological cell take different
values in a manner similar to the linearly changing signals in an
ANN during the use of continuous activation function.

Main types of ANN

The brain, which consists of nerve cells, can be referred to as
a biological analogy of ANN, which is formed by linking artificial
neurons (Fig. 1B) into a network (Fig. 3). Several layers compose
this network, each having a particular number of neurons, previ-
ously defined by its constructor. We distinguish one entrance lay-
er, hidden layers and an exit layer. In the simplest case, neurons
belonging to one layer are not connected with each other. On the
contrary, the neurons of adjacent layers are connected “one to
one”. The entrance signals are numerical. A hidden layer is built

by neurons, whose reciprocal dependence is formed during the
process of learning. The exit layer produces the calculation result.
ANN entrances combine the features of sensory nerves, while exits
represent the motor nerves of a brain.

Neurons forming each layer are connected in a specific way,
making ANN a structure of real architecture. Depending on the
way neurons are linked together, we can distinguish one-direc-
tional networks as well as ones with feedback.

Feedforward networks
ANN, in which a signal spreads in one chosen direction, are

called feedforward networks. A message in such a neural network
runs from neurons belonging to the entrance layer, passes through
the hidden layer, to finally reach neurons forming an exit layer.
Feedforward net can be divided into mono-layer (most frequently
Perceptron-like) (Fig. 1B) and multilayer types (Fig. 3). A feedfor-
ward net may be built by either a singular neuron having a few
entrance or several neurons with singular entrance. Both of these
systems are mathematically equivalent.

The most frequently used structure of ANN is Multi Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP). Its architecture is characterized by perceptron cells
grouped in layers and forming connections with cells from each
neighboring layer, while lacking connections within each layer.
A significant feature of MLP is the presence of one or a few hidden
layers. These consist of neurons whose reciprocal dependence
forms during the process of learning. After data is brought into

Figure 2A. Threshold; B.     Sigmoid.

in approximation makes the postsynaptic potential of a biological
neural cell. Then it is transformed by an agreed activation function F.
The calculated total amount of the equation is the exit signal
of the artificial neuron y .

Figure 3.     A feedforward multilayer neural network.
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ANN, it undergoes nonlinear transformations in the neurons of the
hidden layers by an undefined activation of function F. Usually the
quantity of hidden layer neurons is resolved experimentally, con-
sidering the net’s highest possible efficacy.

The system of a MPL-type ANN activity is formed by the fol-
lowing sequences:
— the insertion of particular data (signals) at the entrance of ANN;
— signals are multiplied by selected weights and summed for

each neuron;
— the final sum is transformed into an argument for the activa-

tion of function F;
— the hidden layer receives signals from the exit of the entrance

layer and repeats the whole above-discussed process (the
entrance values are multiplied by chosen weight and then
summed and transformed by the activation of function F);

— the entire process above is repeated in the exit layer, it only
differs in the fact that the exit of its last AN layer is also the exit
of the whole net;

— the exit layer generates the final result.

Recurrent networks
ANNs that utilize feedback are called recurrent networks

(Fig. 4). The term feedback means that signals at an exit are be-
ing sent back as an entrance layer’s input, which results in the
dynamism of the ANN’s activity. Entrance signals in a recurrent
network strongly depend on the present state and on the previ-
ous cycle’s exit signals.

Complex dynamics enables an ANN having feedback to have
a very complex behavior and form of activity.

Teaching an ANN

In a nervous cell, the structures that plays an important part in the
act of memorizing are the synapses, which contain a chemical com-
pound called a neurotransmitter. This substance is capable of send-
ing electrochemical signals. An artificial neuron also has a kind of inner
memory, that depends on particular weights wm and threshold q.

From a mathematical point of view, the learning sequence
consists in finding such a group of weight coefficients wm that will
ensure the possibly lowest value of error frequency in an artificial
neuron, by which the best result in a particular task is obtained.

The ANN works in two stages: the first is the act of learning,
during which the net uses a training sequence, followed by the

second stage called exploitation, in which a testing sequence is
used. While learning, a neural network gathers information on what
its task is and how it ought to be accomplished, whereas in the
exploitation stage the neural network has an opportunity to utilize
its gained knowledge by solving problems.

Two methods are used for teaching an ANN: one which requires
a teacher (being supervised) and one not involving a teacher.

Learning with a teacher
In this method of learning, the teacher, who is the neural net-

work’s constructor, includes answers to an inputted entrance sig-
nal. It might be intuitively understood that for particular entrance
signal provided, exit data show what kind of answer is required.
The teacher inputs pairs of values (the entrance signal and the
expected answer) into an ANN. All of these pairs in a defined training
group are called learning sequences. Therefore, learning involving
a teacher is a process of inputting a learning sequence into the
ANN that is to correctly teach a net to complete a particular task.

Learning without a teacher
There are many ways in which a neural network learns without

a teacher by self-training. Generally, they can be described as
methods in which only a set of example input data is given at the
entrance of an ANN. The constructor does not provide info about
answers expected and desired. Solely by using the entrance data,
the neural network builds an optimal algorithm of activity on its
own. Usually the algorithm consists of revealing and recognizing
some classes of repeated entrance signal. During this already-
described process, only this kind of knowledge is used that fig-
ures act as entrance data, on the basis of which neural network
gathers needed information.

Algorithms for teaching a neural network
The existing algorithms for teaching ANNs are characterized

by a varied level of complexity as well as effectiveness. Three basic
learning algorithms are to be described: the delta rule and back-
propagation, which are methods of learning with a teacher and
Hebb’s rule, which is an example of learning without a teacher.

Delta rule
The delta rule is a technique for learning which requires a teach-

er and is used in multi-layer webs. In this method, after receiving
a particular signal at its entrance, every neuron defines its own
exit signal and utilizes its possessed knowledge represented by
previously stated weight values and entrance values. The value of
the exit signal as defined by a neuron in each step of the learning
process, is compared to the model answer given by the teacher
in the learning sequence. If a divergence is observed, then the
neuron defines the difference between its own exit signal and that
value of a signal which is correct according to the teacher. The
obtained difference is marked by the Greek letter d (delta), which
has given the rule its name.

A neuron uses the error signal to correct its weight parame-
ters by following the rules below:
— the larger the detected error, the more intensely the weight

parameters are changed;
— weight parameters related to these entrances, at which high

values of entrance signal happened to occur are more changed

Figure 4.     Recurrent neural network.
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than the weights of entrances at which the entrance signal
value was small.
Being aware of the value of the error made by a neuron and its

entrance signal, it is possible to predict the way its weights will be
modified.

A neural network using this method discontinues the process
of learning when it is sufficiently trained, as small errors merely
result in a minimized correction of weights. There is a rule in the
delta method which depends the size of correction on the size of
the entrance signal, which is transmitted to a net by a defined
weight.

Additionally, in practical realizations of the described delta al-
gorithm another element is included. The learning process may
become more efficient by using a learning parameter h (learning
rate). The constructor should decide on how intense the changes
caused by defined entrance signal values ought to be as well as
the particular value of error. The calculated correction of weights
is then multiplied by this parameter. The h parameter may be cho-
sen at random, however a particular decision has clear conse-
quences. Selecting a low value learning rate parameter results in
a slow process of ANN learning. On the other hand, choosing too
high h value causes very rapid changes of the other net parame-
ters, which, in extreme cases, lead to destabilization of the learn-
ing process. A very important aspect is selecting the h value by
compromising, so as to make sure that both the benefits related
to the effectiveness of the ANN work as well as the stability of the
learning process are taken into consideration.

Back-propagation method
The back-propagation (BP) algorithm is at the same time,

a basic and most efficient algorithm in teaching one-directional
multi-layer ANN. The algorithm’s name comes from the way in
which error signals d are counted, that is, in a converted order to
that used for conducting signals in a neural network, which starts
from the exit layer, goes through the hidden layer and reaches the
entrance layer.

The BP algorithm uses the following steps in each learning
sequence that consists of entrance data X and exit D:
— assigning random values near to 0 to all the weights followed

by choosing a learning sequence (X, D);
— input the learning sequence at the entrance of ANN;
— delimitation the values of each element’s exit for the next trans-

formational layers, beginning from the first hidden layer in
a particular layer;

— calculation of the value of errors for the exit layer. It is a value
of error d for a successive neuron in a layer;

— delimitation of the errors in following layers and the alteration
of weight values;

— modifying all the weights;
— choosing the next learning sequence and going to point 2.

While teaching an ANN, it is possible to present any number
of learning sequences. The structure of entrance data ought to be
adequate to the structure of data used in the learning process. In
a case when a neural network works with biased data, then a part
of the learning sequence should also contain bias. This aspect of
network exploitation is connected with its ability of generalization.
For low disturbances of model signals, the acceleration of the
convergence of the learning process is obtained.

The first operation of learning is initiating the primary order of
weights. The most efficient and most frequently used solution is
the random selection of initial weights.

Another substantial problem is the selection of a learning pa-
rameter h, which decides on the speed and stability of the learn-
ing process. For a low value of this parameter, a neural network
learning proceeds at a very slow rate and the net requires a large
number of operations in order to learn. If the parameter h value is
high, then the algorithm of learning may become unstable. The
h parameter value is usually selected from a range [0.05, 0,25]

Hebb’s Rule
This is the most common method of self-training in neuronal

networks. It consists of presenting several examples of entrance
signals to a neuronal network, although lacking information about
what is to be done with them. The neural network registers its
situation and accepts a variety of signals although the significance
of appearing objects and the relations between them are not de-
fined. Based on the observations it carries out, the neural network
gradually comes to understand this significance on its own and
decides how these signals are related.

After inputting each successive group of entrance signals,
a particular configuration of exit signals forms in the net. Some net-
works are very intensely stimulated, some mildly, while exit signals
of others are as a matter of fact negative. Intuitively, these behav-
iors may be interpreted as follows: some neurons recognize pre-
sented signals as their own, other signals are treated as neutral
and some signals are not accepted at all. The moment exit signals
of every neuron of a net are stated, all neuron weights are changed.
The domain of a change is calculated by multiplying the entrance
signal coming into a particular entrance and the exit signal pro-
duced by a neuron in which weights are modified. It was concluded
while analyzing the process of self-teaching using Hebb’s method
that if the described method is consistently used, then the initial
and usually random preferences of neurons finally become sys-
tematically enhanced and precisely polarized. If a neuron has an
inborn tendency in accepting signals of some sort, then, after hav-
ing been shown a few displays, it learns to distinguish these sig-
nals more precisely. After a longer period of time of the self-training
process, patterns of each type of signals, occurring at the entrance
of a web, will form in the net. Consequently, comparable signals
will be more efficiently grouped and distinguished by a certain n in
the process of learning, while other types of signals will be more
interesting for other neurons. As a result of the self-training pro-
cess, the ANN will remember how many classes of similar signals
appear at its entrance and will adjust neurons to each class, and
the neuron will learn to distinguish, recognize and classify them.

However, the self-study method must also have its disadvan-
tages. Compared to the method of learning that requires a teach-
er’s supervision, self-study is a much slower process. It is unlikely
to predict which neuron will specialize in recognizing a particular
group of signals. In Hebb’s method it is impossible to state whether
a neural network taught in this way will learn all the presented
patterns. This means that an ANN using the self-study method
ought to be larger than one doing the same task but trained by
a teacher. It is estimated that an ANN requires at least three times
more elements in its exit layer than the number of patterns that the
net is to recognize.
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A significant aspect of the self-teaching process is choosing initial
values of neural network weights. These values have a great effect on
the final behavior of a neural network, as the teaching process merely
intensifies and improves selected tendencies existing in a net from the
start. The final effect, which is the result of the learning process, de-
pends on the initial and innate qualities of a neural network.

Designing a training data set for ANN

The selection of an adequate training data set is an extremely
important aspect for the correct and effective activity of ANN.
Every neuronal network needs such a training data set that is re-
quired at the stage of gaining information. In order to assure an
effective and stable neuronal network function, the training data
set should fulfill two basic conditions:
— every possible class of data ought to be represented in the

data set (usually the training data consist of several subgroups,
from which every particular one is defined by a certain pattern
— all these patterns should be represented during the learn-
ing sequence);

— statistical diversity ought to be represented within each class
(the network activity is to be based on the “naturally” biased train-
ing sequence, not the ideally pure models — the training se-
quence project must ensure an adequate variety of bias effect.
On the other hand a factor which restrains the size of the ex-

ample data set is the time — consuming learning process: it in-
creases in direct proportion to the size of the training set. Conse-
quently regarding the speed of the learning process the training
data set should tend to be minimized.

By being based on the training data set, the ANN gathers
information which it utilized in the process of exploitation afterwards.
During the utilization of the ANN, a test data set is used. It serves for
controlling the correctness of the network activity. In addition to the
described separate training and test data sets, a randomized divi-
sion of data is used by some authors. The most frequently used
nonparametric statistical method of estimation of generalization is
cross-validation [35]. This method consists of training the ANN with
every possible case from the set excluding the one directly involved.
This particular example case is used in the process of testing the
network function. Subsequently, the same process is repeated for
ever single case from the set. The obvious advantage of these meth-
ods is the effective utilization of the whole data set in the process of
learning and testing of the ANN.

The size of the learning sequence depends on the size
of the neuronal network for which it is designed. The greater
the neuronal network, the larger learning sequence is required
for its training. It is recommended that the minimum number of
samples in the learning sequence should be at least 2 times
higher than the network weights number. The number of the
weights is calculated using the formula M×(N+1), in which M is
the number of neurons in the hidden layer and N is the number
of entrances of the network.

The application of artificial neural
networks in nuclear medicine

In nuclear medicine, artificial neural networks have been ap-
plied as a supporting tool for diagnosis in the distinguishing of

coronary artery disease  [13, 14, 37–42], pulmonary embolism
[15, 15, 44–50] and Alzheimer’s disease [17, 18, 51].

Coronary artery disease

Artificial neural networks serve as a tool for detecting and lo-
calizing coronary artery disease mostly by using information con-
tained in myocardial perfusion scintigrams.

Neural networks diagnosed coronary artery disease in a po-
pulation of patients ranging from 74 to 410 [37, 42]. The diagnosed
cases of coronary artery disease by artificial neural networks was
comparable to a gold standard, which consisted of a coronary
angiography [13, 14, 37–41], the interpretation of myocardial per-
fusion studies by two human experts [43] or all clinical patient
data including ECG analysis, results of a physical exercise test as
well as the patient’s history [13, 14].

All the applied models of artificial neural networks had a three-
layer structure and a  feedforward flow of information. Each neural
network consisted of three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer
and an output layer. The number of neurons in an input layer
varied between 11 and 256 depending on the used matrix of scinti-
grams and other data, whereas the number of neurons in a hid-
den layer ranged from 3 to 140. An output layer consisted of one,
two or eight units [13, 14, 37–43].

Input signals of an artificial neural network which diagnosed
coronary artery disease used all the clinical data. The myocar-
dial perfusion images were pre-processed in order to decrease
the number of variables and to extract relevant features from
the images. This pre-processing was accomplished by a two-
dimensional Fourier transformation that used both rest and
stress images. After this transformation, 30 values were selec-
ted constituting the real and imaginary part of the Fourier coe-
fficients were used to an input neurons [13, 14, 39–43]. Other
studies have used additional features: male or female, an exer-
cise test, resting ECG, the heart rate and workload [13, 39].
The character of input signals for artificial neural networks were
designed so that each neuron would represent pixels of bull’s-
eye images [37, 38, 42].

When the output layer contained one neuron that encod-
ed whether coronary artery disease was present or not the
results were binary values such as 0 or 1 [13, 14, 39–43]. An-
other study contained eight output neurons that encoded co-
ronary artery disease and the severity of disease was based
on a classification into seven abnormal categories and one
normal case [37].

In most of the studies, artificial neural networks training was
based on the back propagation algorithm. It used commercial
computer software that simulated artificial neural networks from
among JETNET 3.0, MichiZane, VieNet2 [13, 14, 37–43].

Artificial neural networks topology for the detection coronary
artery disease in present studies is given in Table 1. The list con-
tains the number of neurons, each layer of artificial neural net-
works (an input layer, hidden and output), the learning method
(BP, Bayes) and the number of patients.

It is based on the available studies in which artificial neural
networks have been applied to predict coronary artery disease
and have been shown to perform even better than experienced
physicians.
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Pulmonary embolism

Allowing the physician to diagnose pulmonary embolism re-
quires of a lot of information. Apart from perfusion and ventilation
lung, images a physician may also require chest radiographs,
pulmonary angiography and clinical data. A lot of clinical informa-
tion induced that artificial neural networks can help humans in the
interpretation of ventilation-perfusion lungs scans [15, 16, 44–48].

Artificial neural networks diagnosed pulmonary embolism us-
ing a variable patients’ population varying from 25 to 1087. The
results of artificial neural networks were compared for accuracy in
predicting the presence or absence of pulmonary embolism on
pulmonary angiographies with human classifications of ventila-
tion-perfusion lungs images [15, 16, 44–50].

In the most common studies a threelayer and feedforward per-
ceptron architecture was used. The input layers contained variable
neuron numbers from 4 to 25 and it depended on applied features.
The hidden layers possessed 1 to 30 neurons. The output layers
consisted of single neurons that were encoded with values between
0 and 1, the probability for pulmonary embolism [15, 16, 44–50].

The input features for artificial neural networks were derived
from both ventilation and perfusion images, chest radiography
and PIOPED criteria [15, 16, 44–50].

The other studies contained digital images analysis for ven-
tilation and perfusion scans [16, 47, 48]. The method is based
on using as input to the artificial neural networks, the percent-
age of mismatch for each segment of the lungs in ventilation-
perfusion scans or the percentage of defects in the perfusion
scintigrams.

The input neurons represented values that require multifractal
texture analysis of perfusion lungs scans [5]. The input neurons
corresponded to multifractal parameters and the fractal dimen-
sion of perfusion scintigrams.

In most of the studies, neural networks were trained using the
back-propagation algorithm [15, 16, 44–49]. Neural networks also
were trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [50].
The calculations were undertaken using computer software such
as: MATLAB, NeuroShell, JETNET.

The artificial neural network architecture for the detection of
pulmonary embolism is given in Table 2. The list contains the
number of neurons each layer (an input layer, hidden and out-
put), the learning method, the computer software and the pa-
tient population.

The results showed that the performance of artificial neural
networks was at the same level as the interpretation of lung scin-
tigrams by experienced physicians [44–49].

Table 1. The models of artificial neural networks used to diagnose coronary artery disease

Input layerInput layerInput layerInput layerInput layer Hidden layerHidden layerHidden layerHidden layerHidden layer Output layerOutput layerOutput layerOutput layerOutput layer Learning rulesLearning rulesLearning rulesLearning rulesLearning rules Computer softwareComputer softwareComputer softwareComputer softwareComputer software            The population           The population           The population           The population           The population ReferencesReferencesReferencesReferencesReferences
  training  training  training  training  training     test    test    test    test    test

256 100 8 BP MichiZane 58 16 [37]
45 15 1 BP VieNet2 159 [38]

cross-validation
45 15 2 BP VieNet2 159 [38]

cross-validation
41 20 1 Bayes Neal’s Software 229 [13]

cross-validation
36 20 1 Bayes Neal’s Software 229 [13]

cross-validation
33 20 1 Bayes Neal’s Software 229 [13]

cross-validation
32 20 1 Bayes Neal’s Software 229 [13]

cross-validation
32 3 1 BP JETNET 135 68 [39]
30 3 1 BP JETNET 135 68 [39]
30 3 1 BP JETNET 3.0 135 [40]

cross-validation
30 3 1 BP JETNET 3.0 135 [41]

cross-validation
30 7 1 BP No data 135 68 [14]

215
30 3 5 BP JETNET 3.0 338 [43]

              cross-validation
24  5  1  BP  NeuralDesk 410 [42]

A few training
and test groups

11 20 1 Bayes Program Neal 229 [13]
cross-validation

8  4  1  BP  NeuralDesk 410  [42]
A few training

and test groups
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